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Subject Religious Education– Year 6 - Autumn Term 1 MTP (R.E. Unit 2.14) 

National Curriculum Week SACRE - Coverage Skills Taught 

 
 

The RE curriculum is locally determined by each Standing Advisory Council on 

RE (SACRE), which is responsible for producing its local Agreed Syllabus for 

RE. 

 

Academies and free schools are contractually required by the terms of their 

funding agreements to make provision for the teaching of RE. 

 

At NPPS we follow Wolverhampton’s SACRE.2015.  

Unit 2.14  

TITLE: Beliefs and actions in the world. Can Christian Aid and Islamic 

Relief change the world? 

ABOUT THIS UNIT: An overview of the unit: Pupils will learn about the work of 

two major faith based charities, Islamic Relief and Christian Aid. They will 

develop their understanding of the impact of religion in the world and consider 

important questions of justice. They will have opportunities to develop attitudes 

and opinions of their own and to consider key beliefs and teachings in Islamic 

and Christian traditions. The unit is challenging to attitudes of selfishness or 

small mindedness. Through their study, they compare the two charities and 

their work, looking at their inspiration. They will consider the personal challenge 

to make the world a better place. 

 

 
1 

Unit 2.14 What do we know about 

charities already? 

 
Pupils should learn: 
 
 
To ask and respond to questions 
about fairness and justice in the 
World.  
 
To understand and respond to 
some ideas from Christian and 
Islamic sources, and to guess 
what impact they might have. 

▪ I can recognise what different charities 

do to be helpful (all) 

▪  I can make a link between my own 

ideas about wealth and poverty and the 

work of charities (many) 

▪  I can guess what charities like Islamic 

Relief and Christian Aid might do, 

describing my ideas simply as part of a 

team (many)  

▪ I can apply the ideas of fairness, justice 

and equality for myself (some) 

 
 
2 

Unit 2.14 How and why does 
Islamic Relief try to change the 
world? 
 
Pupils should learn: 
 
To describe the work of two 
religious charities involved in 
global poverty issues;  
 
To make links between the 
beliefs and teachings of Islam 
and Christianity and the work of 
the two charities;  
 
To show their understanding of 
the issues of justice, fairness and 
poverty that the charities address; 

• I can recognise a project of Islamic 

Relief (all)  

• I can describe a project of Islamic 

Relief, making links between the 

beliefs and actions of Muslims 

(many) 

• I can apply ideas form the Qur’an 

to the ways a Muslim charity 

behaves (some) 
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Unit 2.14 How and why does 
Christian Aid try to change the 
world? 
 
Pupils should learn: 
 
 To describe the work of two 
religious charities involved in 
global poverty issues, from this 
lesson: Christian Aid;  
 
To make links between the 
beliefs and teachings of Islam 
and / or Christianity and the work 
of the two charities;  
 
To show their understanding of 
the issues of justice, fairness and 
poverty that the charities address; 

• I can retell a story of Jesus 

about wealth (all)  

• I can describe a project of 

Christian Aid (many) 

• I can describe a project of 

Christian Aid, making links 

between the beliefs and 

actions of Christians (some)  

• I can pose questions and 

suggest reasoned answers 

about Christian Aid’s work and 

the reasons behind it, 

explaining my own views of 

what they do (Gifted and 

talented group?). 

 
 
4 

Unit 2.14 Will I make a positive 
difference to the world in my 
lifetime? 
 
Pupils should learn: 
 
To identify the qualities needed to 
take action to bring about what is 
right and good  
 
To reflect upon and express their 
own ideas and beliefs about c 
treating others with justice and 
love in light of their learning, 

• I can talk about how we could 
improve our world (all)  

• I can make links between my 
own ideas about fairness and 
generosity with the work of the 
two charities (many) 

• I can apply the ideas of 
fellowship and ummah to my 
own attitudes to issues of 
global fairness and justice 
(some) 
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5 

Unit 2.14 How do global religious 
charities use the web? Could they 
do better? 
 
Pupils should learn: 
 
To evaluate the ways in which 
charity websites work for 
themselves. 
 
To work in a small team on an 
ICT task  
 
To write a persuasive text about 
how a website can be improved 
 
To identify what they have 
learned from the Websites of 
Christian aid and Islamic Relief 

• Use the web to research the 
work of the two charities (all)  

• Describe and explain how two 
charity websites share their 
work (many)  

• Begin to analyse the strengths 
and weaknesses of the charity 
websites (some) 

 
6 

  

 
 
 
7 
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Subject Religious Education– Year 6 – Autumn 2 Term MTP 

National Curriculum Week SACRE - Coverage Skills Taught 

 
 

The RE curriculum is locally determined by each Standing Advisory Council on 

RE (SACRE), which is responsible for producing its local Agreed Syllabus for 

RE. 

 

Academies and free schools are contractually required by the terms of their 

funding agreements to make provision for the teaching of RE. 

 

At NPPS we follow Wolverhampton’s SACRE.2015.  

Unit 2.14  

TITLE: Beliefs and actions in the world. Can Christian Aid and Islamic 

Relief change the world? 

ABOUT THIS UNIT: An overview of the unit: Pupils will learn about the work of 

two major faith based charities, Islamic Relief and Christian Aid. They will 

develop their understanding of the impact of religion in the world and consider 

important questions of justice. They will have opportunities to develop attitudes 

and opinions of their own and to consider key beliefs and teachings in Islamic 

and Christian traditions. The unit is challenging to attitudes of selfishness or 

small mindedness. Through their study, they compare the two charities and 

their work, looking at their inspiration. They will consider the personal challenge 

to make the world a better place. 

 

 
1 

Unit 2.14 How can I express my 
ideas about unfairness in our 
world through a creative piece of 
work? 
 
To reflect upon and express their 
own ideas and beliefs about 
treating others with justice and 
love in light of their learning, 
through story, art, drama, music 
and ICT 

▪ I can identify some unfair things in 

today’s world (all) 

▪  I can describe a problem and make a 

link to my own response though my art 

work (many)  

▪ I can apply my ideas about wealth, 

poverty and changing the world in an 

imaginative way, using religious ideas 

in my art work (some) 

 
 
2 

Unit 2.14 What have I learned 
about the two charities? Will it 
make a difference to me? 
 
To express their own views and 
responses to issues of poverty 
and injustice, in the light of 
religious understanding  
 
To participate thoughtfully in role 
play for learning  
 
To summarise their learning 
about world development and the 
two faith based charities 

• I can talk about how I want to 

live, for a fairer world (all) 

• I can make a link between my 

own ideas about wealth and 

poverty and the work of a 

charity (many) 

• I can think for myself about the 

impact of religious charitable 

action in the world (some)  

• I can express views that reflect 

the teaching and example of 

Muslim and Christian charities 

on how to change the world for 

the better (gifted and talented 

pupils) 
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Unit 2.14 Assessment A: Role playing world development 
 
 Set up a role play for pupils. In a group of five, give them seven different 
requests for aid from situations of need – and earthquake in Pakistan, drought 
in Somalia, poverty in Sudan, a medical education project in Bangladesh, a 
homelessness shelter in London and so on. Put a ‘price tag’ on each project. 
Tell pupils that they are the grants committee for one of the charities, and they 
have to rank the seven bids in order: which have the best claim for support from 
the charity? Why? Put two groups – one representing Christian Aid, one 
representing Islamic Relief, together and ask them to compare their answers.  
 
Ask individual pupils to record their learning in response to these questions:  

• What was your role in the activity? 

• Which three projects did you think most deserved support? Why?  

• What do you think the Prophet would say about your chosen projects?  

• What do you think Jesus would say about your chosen projects?  

• What did you notice that is similar between Christian Aid and Islamic Relief?  

• What differences did you notice?  

• Imagine yourself in 15 years’ time. Would you apply for a job with a charity like 

Islamic Relief or Christian Aid? Why or why not? 
 

 
 
4 

Unit 2.14 Assessment B: Learning from religions about global issues. 
 
 Pupils are invited to choose four questions from the list and answer each one 
in about 50 words for themselves.  
 

• What did the Prophet teach about wealth and poverty?  

• What did Jesus teach about wealth and poverty?  

• What do we notice about wealth and poverty in our society and the wider 

world today?  

• What would Jesus and the Prophet think about our world today?  

• What can we find out about the work of Islamic Relief?  

• What can we find out about the work of Christian Aid?  

• Do these two charities follow the teachings of their religions? In what ways?  

• How do these two charities make a difference in the world today?  

• What are our own thoughts and experiences about wealth and poverty?  

• How do our attitudes make a difference to others?  
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• Are there things to learn about our own attitudes from the work of Islamic 

Relief and Christian Aid? 
 

 
5 

Christmas Carol service/Art 
cross-curricular link 
 
Children are a piece of art work 
inspired by the Christmas story 
and or St. Mary’s church for the 
annual carol service. 

Please use age related Art objectives. 

 
6 

Christmas Carol service/ English 
cross-curricular link 
 
Children are to write a recount of 
the visit to St. Mary’s church for 
the annual carol service. 

Please use age related Writing 
objectives. 

 
 
 
7 
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Subject Religious Education– Year 6 - Spring Term 1 MTP 

National Curriculum Week SACRE - Coverage Skills Taught 

 
 

The RE curriculum is locally determined by each Standing Advisory Council on 

RE (SACRE), which is responsible for producing its local Agreed Syllabus for 

RE. 

 

Academies and free schools are contractually required by the terms of their 

funding agreements to make provision for the teaching of RE. 

 

At NPPS we follow Wolverhampton’s SACRE.2015.  

Unit 2.15 

Values: what matters most? Exploring right and wrong with Christians 

and Humanists: an RE investigation 

ABOUT THIS UNIT: This unit enables pupils to identify and investigate values 

in human life, and think about their own values, with special reference to the 

values of Christians and Humanists. The unit uses a pedagogy of conceptual 

development. Teachers should plan to introduce the key concepts of the unit 

carefully and reinforce their use for learning through all the lessons. Each 

lesson contributes to investigative work: a single key question is addressed 

through the suggested learning activities, The focus is on the ways in which 

stories communicate values, and the ways in which values make a difference 

to our lives. Pupils are enabled, by various conceptual and active learning 

approaches, to think for themselves about questions to do with what matters in 

life. The unit works towards an understanding of the values people share, and 

the fact that not all values are shared. Pupils are encouraged to consider what 

 
1 

Unit 2.15 Do rules matter? Why? 

What is a code for living? 

 

• To explore the concepts 

of being naughty and 

being good in terms of 

actions, words and 

thoughts. 

• To think about the idea of 

a code for living and to 

examine whether they 

are living by a code 

themselves. 

 

• I can respond sensitively to good 

and bad actions in stories (all)  

• I can describe the ways kind and 

unkind actions make a difference 

to people’s lives (many)  

• I can apply ideas about naughty, 

nice, good and bad behaviour for 

myself, taking note of the impact of 

my actions on others (some) 

 
 
2 

Unit 2.15 What codes for living do 

non –religious people use? 

 

Begin to understand that not all 

people are religious, that non-

religious people can have codes 

for living that don’t refer to god, 

and that a person can be ‘good 

without god’ 

 

• I can ask thoughtful questions 

about religious and 

nonreligious ways of life (all)  

• I can make links between 

religious and nonreligious 

ideas. Some ideas are the 

same, but others are different. 

• I can notice and describe the 

differences (many) 

• I can outline and apply some 

Humanist ideas myself (some) 
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can be learned from Christian and Humanist ideas for themselves, and at every 

point to explore examples and teaching referring to their own values, in the light 

of other people’s ideas. 

 
 
3 

Unit 2.15 What can we learn from 
discussion and drama about good 
& bad, right & wrong? 
 

• To use dilemmas for 
learning, noticing and 
reacting to difficult cases 
of right and wrong, good 
and bad.  

 

• To build up 
understanding of the 
concepts of fairness, 
justice, forgiveness and 
free choice through 
speaking and listening 
and drama work. 

• I can respond sensitively to 

aspects of the drama activity (all) 

• I can link up actions and their likely 

consequences in our drama and 

discussions (many)  

• I can use the vocabulary of justice, 

freedom and forgiveness to show 

my understanding of questions of 

value (some) 

 
 
4 

Unit 2.15 What codes for living do 
Christians try to follow? 
 

• To think carefully about 
the Christian ideas of 
values such as love and 
forgiveness.  

 

• To continue to think 
about the idea that 
values show in what 
people do.  

 

• To begin to understand 
that the impact of our 
values can make people 
happy – or unhappy 

 

• I can identify something the bible say 
about how to live (all) 
 

• I can make links between thoughts and 
ideas and words and actions, 
suggesting how thinking can lead to 
action (many)  
 

• I can consider moral questions about 
whether there are ‘bad thoughts’ and 
understand the impact of ideas on 
behaviour (some) 
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5 

Unit 2.15 What can we learn from 
a values game? 
 
To use a speaking and listening 
strategy to clarify the values that 
matter most to each pupil, and 
explore the fact that different 
people have different values. 

• I can join in with a conversation 
about values (all) 

• I can describe some things 
Christians and Humanists might 
say are valuable (many)  

• I can use concepts like ‘more 
important’ or ‘less significant’ to 
describe the impact of values on 
life for myself (some) 

 
6 

  

 
 
 
7 
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Subject Religious Education– Year 6 - Spring Term 2 MTP 

National Curriculum Week SACRE - Coverage Skills Taught 

 
 

The RE curriculum is locally determined by each Standing Advisory Council on 

RE (SACRE), which is responsible for producing its local Agreed Syllabus for 

RE. 

 

Academies and free schools are contractually required by the terms of their 

funding agreements to make provision for the teaching of RE. 

 

At NPPS we follow Wolverhampton’s SACRE.2015.  

Unit 2.15 

Values: what matters most? Exploring right and wrong with Christians 

and Humanists: an RE investigation 

ABOUT THIS UNIT: This unit enables pupils to identify and investigate values 

in human life, and think about their own values, with special reference to the 

values of Christians and Humanists. The unit uses a pedagogy of conceptual 

development. Teachers should plan to introduce the key concepts of the unit 

carefully and reinforce their use for learning through all the lessons. Each 

lesson contributes to investigative work: a single key question is addressed 

through the suggested learning activities, The focus is on the ways in which 

stories communicate values, and the ways in which values make a difference 

to our lives. Pupils are enabled, by various conceptual and active learning 

approaches, to think for themselves about questions to do with what matters in 

 
1 

Unit 2.15 Peace: is it more 
valuable than any money? 
 
To understand more deeply that 
peace is valued by both 
Humanists and Christians, but 
peace is not always easy to build. 
 
 To deepen their understanding of 
the impact of values on life. 

• I can respond sensitively to ideas 

about peace (all)  

• I can describe some ways people 

try to increase peace (many)  

• I can use a wider vocabulary to 

show my understanding of the idea 

of peace, and suggest ways to 

build peace in our society (some) 

 
 
2 

Unit 2.15 Can we create a code 
for living that will help the world? 
To draw learning about values 
together and express ideas of 
their own about how values can 
make a community happier 

• I can respond to questions about 

values for myself with some 

sensitivity (all)  

• I can describe some rules I think 

are good and make links between 

values and their impact or 

consequences (many) 

• I can consider questions about 

rules for living for myself, applying 

ideas from Christians and 

Humanists for myself (some) 

 
 
3 

Unit 2.15 2 week  Assessment project: Making a code for living  
 

• Look together at some ‘codes for living’ that Christians and Humanists try to 

follow, such as the Ten Commandments or teachings of Jesus or ideas from the 
Humanist website about being ‘good without god’. 
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life. The unit works towards an understanding of the values people share, and 

the fact that not all values are shared. Pupils are encouraged to consider what 

can be learned from Christian and Humanist ideas for themselves, and at every 

point to explore examples and teaching referring to their own values, in the light 

of other people’s ideas. 

 
 
4 

 • Ask pupils to create a code of living of their own, coming up with 5-10 

sentences that would make good rules for a happier world. A simpler version 
asks for ‘a happier Wolverhampton’. 

 • Ask pupils to discuss their first ideas with other pupils and refine them, 

coming up with ten (or less) good rules or ideas they all agree with. Ask them to 
give reasons for their choices. The ‘Ten Commandments’ were written on 
‘tablets of stone’. Give the pupils time and space to express their rules or ideas 
with dignity and high quality – whether through art, calligraphy or ICT. 
 
Working at greater depth: 
To extend this work, ask pupils to make a list of similarities and differences 
between Humanist and Christian values, using some texts from Christian 
scripture and materials from the Humanism website. Consider with pupils what 
the impact of following these two different ways of life would be: what would 
happen in everyone in our school followed a Humanist way of life, or a Christian 
way of life? (This task asks for analytical skills and comparative skills in relation 
to the impact of values on life – working at the former Level 5, expectations 
common for 12 year olds) 

 
5 

Easter service/Art cross-curricular 
link 
 
Children are a piece of art work 
inspired by the Easter story and 
or St. Mary’s church for the 
annual Easter service. 

• Please use age related Art 
objectives. 

 
6 

Easter service/ English cross-
curricular link 
 
Children are to write a recount of 
the visit to St. Mary’s church for 
the annual Easter service. 

Please use age related Writing 
objectives. 

 
 
 
7 
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Subject Religious Education– Year 6 - Summer Term 1 MTP 

National Curriculum Week SACRE - Coverage Skills Taught 

 
 

The RE curriculum is locally determined by each Standing Advisory Council on 

RE (SACRE), which is responsible for producing its local Agreed Syllabus for 

RE. 

 

Academies and free schools are contractually required by the terms of their 

funding agreements to make provision for the teaching of RE. 

 

At NPPS we follow Wolverhampton’s SACRE.2015.  

Unit 2.8 

Enquiry What can we learn from visiting sacred places? 

ABOUT THIS UNIT: Enquiry skills: This unit provides teachers and learners 

with an enquiry focused approach to learning from visits to sacred places. The 

emphasis on learning outside the classroom, and exploring questions through a 

visit provides for learning about sacred places as spaces to worship God. 

Children are given an opportunity to discover, experience and reflect on the 

communities, features and artefacts found in sacred places and the importance 

of special or sacred places in their own lives and those of others. The unit will 

work best if pupils can visit the sacred buildings of two religions, and explore 

others through a virtual visit or in some other way. The work also poses 

questions about whether a place of worship is the best kind of spiritual space, 

considering the idea that a natural environment is a spiritual space, and many 

people are more inspired to spiritual life by rivers and mountains than by 

churches or temples 

 
1 

Unit 2.8 What makes a place 

special? What is a sacred place? 

Are all places sacred? (Select 

two places of worship for study) 

• To express their own thoughts 

and feelings about some special 

places  

• That there are places of 

importance to us, and some of 

these are special in religious life  

• There are different reasons why 

these places are special 

 

•  

All pupils will:  

• Recognise that some places are 

especially important to themselves 

and others; • Respond sensitively 

to questions about places that are 

holy or special.  

Many pupils will:  

• Describe some emotions 

connected to special places • 

Make a link between my special 

place s and some sacred religious 

places  

Some pupils will:  

• Use the word ‘sacred’ to show my 

understanding of religious special 

places;  

• Explain some similarities and 

differences between places sacred 

to millions in a religion, and a place 

that is special to just one person. 

 
 
2 

Unit 2.8 What can we learn from 

visiting a place of worship? 

Process, enquiry, outcomes 

 

Pupils will learn: 

All pupils will:  

• Identify places that are suitable for 

thoughtfulness, friendliness or calm  

• Respond sensitively to some enquiry 

questions that help me to find out 
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 • How to enquire into the 

meaning of places of worship 

 • A process for using the senses 

to build up understanding 

 • About the ways in which the 

place of worship they visit helps 

the religious community, for 

example to be strong, stick 

together, find peace, seek God. 

 • To consider questions about 

worship and sacred space, 

developing the abilities to make 

connections, build deeper 

understanding and explain points 

of view. 

 

 

about a place of worship. Many pupils 

will:  

• Make links of their own between the 

senses and the moods of places of 

worship visited; Some pupils will:  

• Apply concepts like ‘inspiration’ or 

‘atmosphere’ to reflect with 

understanding on sacred spaces; 

• Express personal views, with reasons, 

about the ways in which a place can 

express friendliness, peace or 

thoughtfulness, and about worship’s 

purposes in the paces visited. 

 
 
3 

Unit 2.8 Investigate: What makes 

a church sacred for Christian 

believers? What can we learn 

from Christian sacred spaces? 

Pupils will learn:  

• That a Church is a sacred 

place for Christians.  

• About the meaning and 

use of some of the 

important features of the 

Church.  

All pupils will:  

• Use correct vocabulary to recall the 

meanings of some artefacts from 

inside a church;  

• Suggest simply why people might 

like to go to the Church.  

Many pupils will:  

• Consider and describe why people 

might volunteer to look after the 

Church.  
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• About what a church 

feels like and looks like.  

• Why Christians come to a 

Church, what they do 

there and how they care 

for it. 

• To reflect on what they 

have learnt in relation to 

their own lives and ideas. 

 

Some pupils will:  

• Suggest various answers to 

questions about the meaning and 

significance of what happens in 

church, referring to learning about 

Christianity;  

• • Explain how similarities and 

differences in the practice of 

worship show similarities and 

differences in beliefs. 

 
 
4 

Unit 2.8 Investigate: why is a 

mosque a special or sacred place 

for Muslims? What can we learn 

from it? 

Pupils will learn:  

• That Muslims are one of 

Britain’s religious 

communities, the second 

largest after Christians  

• About the use of a prayer 

mat, to create a clean 

place from which to pray 

to Allah.  

• That a Mosque is a 

sacred place for Muslims.  

• About some of the 

important features of a 

Mosque.  

All pupils will:  
 

• Recognise aspects of a Mosque 
that make it a Muslim sacred place; 

• Recall what we have found out 

about special places for Muslims;  

• Respond sensitively to the idea 
that a Mosque can be described as 
the ‘hub’ of Muslim life.  

Many pupils will:  

• Describe the meaning and uses of 
a prayer mat;  

• Describe their own connections 
between Muslim worship and 
belief, or their own beliefs and 
ways of expressing them.  

Some pupils will:  

• Use the concept of respect to show 
understanding of what happens in 
a mosque;  

• • Apply the idea of respect for 

themselves. 
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• About what a Mosque 

feels like and looks like. 

• Why Muslims come to a 

Mosque, what they do 

there and how they care 

for it, including an 

exploration of the idea of 

respect. 

 

 

 
5 

Unit 2.8 Investigate: What makes 

a Gurdwara holy for Sikhs? What 

can we learn from it? 

Pupils will learn:  

• About Sikhs as one of the 

UK’s large religious 

communities – over half a 

million.  

• That a Gurdwara is a 

sacred place for Sikh 

people.  

• About some of the 

important features of the 

Gurdwara.  

• About what a Gurdwara 

feels like and looks like.  

All pupils will:  

• Suggest what makes Gurdwara a 
special place for Sikhs;  

• Talk about why people would 
volunteer to serve free food in the 
langar, responding sensitively to 
ideas about generosity and the 
holiness of a place.  

Many pupils will:  

• Use correct vocabulary to describe 
the meanings of some Sikh 
artefacts in the Gurdwara;  

• Make links between Sikh belief and 
behaviour – e.g. “All are equal to 
God, so all can eat together”.  

Some pupils will:  

• Describe, using the right words, 
why Sikhs may be inspired by the 
Gurdwara and the community;  

• Apply ideas like generosity, 
holiness, community to their own 
lives and the lives of Sikhs. 
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• Why Sikhs welcome 

everyone to eat at the 

langar kitchen.  

• How the holy building 

and the holy writings of 

Sikhs are connected to 

pupils own lives and 

ideas. 

 

 

 
6 

  

 
 
 
7 
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Subject Religious Education– Year 6 - Summer Term 2 MTP 

National Curriculum Week SACRE - Coverage Skills Taught 

 
 

The RE curriculum is locally determined by each Standing Advisory Council on 

RE (SACRE), which is responsible for producing its local Agreed Syllabus for 

RE. 

 

Academies and free schools are contractually required by the terms of their 

funding agreements to make provision for the teaching of RE. 

 

At NPPS we follow Wolverhampton’s SACRE.2015.  

Unit 2.8 

Enquiry What can we learn from visiting sacred places? 

ABOUT THIS UNIT: Enquiry skills: This unit provides teachers and learners 

with an enquiry focused approach to learning from visits to sacred places. The 

emphasis on learning outside the classroom, and exploring questions through a 

visit provides for learning about sacred places as spaces to worship God. 

Children are given an opportunity to discover, experience and reflect on the 

communities, features and artefacts found in sacred places and the importance 

of special or sacred places in their own lives and those of others. The unit will 

work best if pupils can visit the sacred buildings of two religions, and explore 

others through a virtual visit or in some other way. The work also poses 

questions about whether a place of worship is the best kind of spiritual space, 

considering the idea that a natural environment is a spiritual space, and many 

 
1 

Unit 2.8 Investigate why Hindus 

have sacred spaces at home as 

well as in the Mandir. What can 

we learn from this? 

Pupils will learn:  

• To know about some of 

the things Hindus do 

within their families.  

• To find out about some 

Hindu artefacts that might 

be found in a home 

shrine. To think about 

how Hindu people thank 

the gods and goddesses 

in their home worship, 

and about the value of 

thankfulness.  

• To reflect for themselves 

on the search for and 

value of thankfulness. 

 

 

All pupils will:  

• Label a diagram of a Hindu shrine 

with some words from a list;  

• Respond sensitively to examples of 

Hindu religious practice in the 

home.  

Many pupils will:  

• Describe the importance of a 

shrine in a home or mandir to 

Hindu people;  

• Make links between my home life 

and Hindu home life.  

Some pupils will:  

• Describe similarities and 

differences between Hindu worship 

at home and in the mandir;  

• Apply ideas about community to 

worship: is it easier to worship 

alone, in a family or in a big group? 

Why?  

• Enquire into the reasons why 

worship is very varied in Hindu 

communities;  
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people are more inspired to spiritual life by rivers and mountains than by 

churches or temples. 

• • Express and support views of my 

own about what makes a space 

sacred. 

 
 
2 

Unit 2.8 Can any place be 

spiritual? What is a spiritual 

space for me? 

Pupils will learn:  

• That many people feel 

more sense of spiritual 

life, or of worship, in 

natural environments 

than in churches 

mosques or other holy 

buildings. 

• That anyone can be 

spiritual whether they are 

religious or not. 

 

All pupils will:  

• Suggest what makes a natural 

place spiritual for some people;  

• Talk about why people might 

experience God in the open 

air, responding sensitively to 

ideas about the spirituality of 

the natural world, or God as 

creator. 

Many pupils will:  

• Use correct vocabulary to 

describe the spiritual meanings 

of worship;  

• Make links between worship in 

a holy building and worship in 

the open air.  

Some pupils will:  

• Use the right words to describe 

why the natural world, for 

theists, is a sign of God’s 

goodness; 

• Apply ideas like spirituality, 

holiness, being overwhelmed, 
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being refreshed to their own 

lives and the lives of others;  

• Explain, giving reasons, their 

view about whether holy 

buildings could or should be 

replaced with ‘natural world’ 

worship. 

 
 
3 

Unit 2.8 Investigate What have 

we learned about places that are 

special or holy to different 

people? 

Pupils will learn:  

• To collect and note the 

main ideas about worship 

that they have learnt.  

• To present information to 

suggest why certain 

places are sacred – and 

to whom. 

All pupils will:  

• Suggest why certain places 

are sacred and to whom;  

• Respond sensitively, with 

different senses, to the 

learning about worship.  

Many pupils will:  

• Describe items associated with 

worship and their meanings;  

• Connect experiences of my 

own with experiences of 

worship in simple ways.  

Some pupils will:  

• Describe similarities and 

differences between different 

practices of worship and 

sacred spaces;  

• Apply ideas such as emotions 

in worship, seeking peace, 
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being thoughtful to themselves 

and to the practice of worship;  

• Enquire into, explain 

thoughtfully and express ideas 

of my own in relation to the 

worship of different religions. 

 
 
4 

Unit 2.8 2 week  Assessment project: Choose one or two tasks over two weeks 
 
Teachers can assess progression in this work by setting a learning task towards 
the end of the unit. The tasks here aim to elicit engaged and reflective 
responses to the material studied throughout the unit across the ability range. 
These tasks are a menu: select and adapt the most appropriate ones for your 
learners. The tasks can work at different levels. 
 

  Choose one or perhaps two of the religions as a focus. Give the children a 

large (A3) keyhole template and ask the children to look through the keyhole 
into the sacred place and draw and label what they expect to see, and to be 
going on. The might include artefacts, people, activities of worship, and also 
some emotions, feelings and beliefs. Talk about the completed keyholes in 
circle time asking children to identify and describe what they have illustrated 
and labelled and why.  

 Ask pupils to complete a ‘senses sheet’ about their visits to two places of 

worship: what did they see, touch, taste, smell, hear, feel, think? Then create a 
list of similarities and differences between the two places.  

 Use digital photography taken from the visits to produce recounts / reports of 

the visits, and explain the ways in which places of worship enable believers in 
the community to find peace, be friendly, explore beliefs and seek a sense of 
God’s presence.  

 Give pupils a choice of questions to think about and write extended answers 

to: they might tackle three out of these seven:  
a. What did you like best about your two visits? What five words describe 

the places you went to?  
b. What are the main similarities between two holy buildings you visited? 

What are the biggest differences?  
c. In what ways is your own ‘special place’ like a Church / Mosque / 

Gurdwara / Mandir (choose one)  

 
5 
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d. If you could choose two things from each of the holy buildings, one to 
keep and one to give as a present, then what would you choose? Who 
would you give the presents to and why?  

e. From your favourite visit to a holy place, choose four things that sum up 
why the building is special. Write a description about each one, and say 
what it shows you about worship. 

f. Why are holy places important? Give at least four different reasons.  
g. Some believers say they can feel the presence of God in their holy 

buildings. Describe what you think they mean by this. Have you ever 
felt a presence different to your everyday self?  

 Set pupils a design task; if the local hospital, airport, prison (or school?) 

wanted to build a new chapel that would be a good place for Sikhs, Muslims, 
Hindus or Christians to pray or meditate in, what should it be like? Why? Write 
an architect’s report to explain how beliefs and commitments could be 
expressed in the building. This challenging task can be elaborated in many 
ways, and enables pupils to think about the cohesion issues facing a plural 
society in depth. All these tasks need to balance the presentation of information 
and understanding with the skills of engagement, reflection and response.  
 
The best RE learning weaves these two elements of the aim together in 
children’s experiences. 

 

 
6 

Unit 2.8/Art cross-curricular link 
 
Children are a piece of art work 
inspired by one of the places of 
worship studied this unit 
 

 

Please use age related Art objectives. 

 
 
 
7 
 
 

  

 

 


